COMPUTER CABLES

FLOPPY DRIVE DATA CABLE
Internal Floppy Drive ribbon cable supporting two 5.25 and two 3.5 devices.

MODEL CODE: C-FDD
LENGTH: 90cm

ROUND FLOPPY DRIVE DATA CABLE
Internal Round Floppy Drive cable incorporating two 34 pin connector, supporting one 3.5 device.

MODEL CODE: C-FDD-R25
LENGTH: 25cm

MODEL CODE: C-FDD-R60
LENGTH: 60cm

ELECTRO-LUMINESCENT ROUND FLOPPY DRIVE CABLE
Electro-luminescent round floppy drive cable for custom computer cases. Incorporates 2 connectors, 34 conductors and is 60cm long.

MODEL CODE: C-FDDREL-BL
COLOUR: Electric Blue

INTERNAL 3.5 AND 5.25 DRIVE POWER CABLES
Y power cables allow one 5.25 power source to be split into two, incorporating 5.25 and/or 3.5 connectors. (Length 140mm)

MODEL CODE: C-PLFDD529
TYPE: 5.25 to 2 x 5.25

MODEL CODE: C-PLFDD530
TYPE: 5.25 to 5.25 and 3.5

MODEL CODE: C-PLFDD531
TYPE: 5.25 to 2 x 3.5

ELECTRO-LUMINESCENT CABLE KIT
Flexible wire with a bright neon glow is designed for use anywhere inside a computer case. Includes inverter with standard 4 pin power supply connector and is 1.5M long.

MODEL CODE: EL-CK-BL
COLOUR: Electric Blue

MODEL CODE: EL-CK-GR
COLOUR: Neon Green

MODEL CODE: EL-CK-RE
COLOUR: Flaming Red

MODEL CODE: EL-CK-YE
COLOUR: Blazing Yellow

ELECTRO-LUMINESCENT ROUND LIGHTED CABLE
Electro-luminescent ATA 133 round cable for custom computer cases. Incorporates 3 connectors, 30 conductors and is 90cm long. For Ultra 133/100/66 IDE drives.

MODEL CODE: C-ATA-REL
COLOUR: Electric Blue

CDROM DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE
Connects CDROM drive to an digital audio device.

MODEL CODE: CA-CDD001
LENGTH: 66cm

CDROM AUDIO CABLE
Connects CDROM drive to an audio device with small white slot connector.

MODEL CODE: C-CDROM
LENGTH: 75cm

CDROM AUDIO CABLE
Connects CDROM drives to an audio device with larger black slot connector.

MODEL CODE: C-CDAUDIO
LENGTH: 75cm